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by. 'I never read nor heard, that lex was rex; but it is common
and most true, that rex is lex, for he is "lex loquens", a living,
a speaking, an acting law,'1 For the rest, it was decided that in
times of danger the king had a right to charge his subjects with
the defence of the kingdom and that he was the sole judge of the
existence and gravity of danger.2
Contemporaries bewailed and condemned this decision, in
no uncertain terms, as contrary to law; and henceforth the col-
lection of ship money became increasingly difficult.3 Among the
main objections were: that the judges, by upholding ship money,
had in reality given the king the legal right to exact as much and
as often as he pleased;4 that the tax was unfairly assessed, so that
farmers paid more than large landowners, and the poor met the
demands on them only by selling their bedding;5 and that the
fleet thus maintained was employed to convoy Spanish goods
to Flanders while English shipping was left exposed to pirates.6
The legality or illegality of ship money is incapable of proof,
but its political inexpediency is unquestionable. Charles might
claim with every justification that all the money thus collected
was spent on the fleet,7 and he probably hoped that the asser-
tion of the sovereignty of the Narrow Seas against the Dutch
would reconcile men to this impost.8 He may have expected
that, as taxes were certainly light in proportion to the wealth
of the country, their dubious origin would excite little opposi-
tion; and royalist writers in after days looked back upon this
decade as a golden age, when peace and plenty abounded.9
These fond hopes were doomed to disappointment, for puritan
England did not live by bread alone, and no material prosperity
could reconcile her to a pro-Spanish foreign policy, to an Armi-
nian system of church government, and to personal rule in
which parliament had no share. Open opposition was rare, but
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